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This free Xsolla guide includes data-driven advice on how to best structure 
subscription plans. Keep players happy, and keep the studio’s lights on, all without 
sacrificing entertainment value.

• What to include in a F2P subscription plan 
• Which in-game items/extras players buy the most 
• How to design a fair but profitable price structure 
• The easiest way to manage global payments

Subscriptions are an effective and fast-growing form of monetization, yet developers 
still struggle with what to include in their subscription plans. Xsolla analyzed 
industry trends to discover the most wanted features and biggest selling points for 
subscriptions in Video Games.

Subscriptions are becoming a key factor in the success of many modern F2P games. 
Subscribers spend more than twice as much on in-game content as non-subscribers, 
a fact that helped World of Tanks earn over $470 million in 2017. Subscriptions create 
revenue with low overhead, inspire player loyalty, and generate predictable income 
streams studios can rely on when planning long-term updates.
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DESIGNING SUBSCRIPTION PLANS
The free-to-play business model has allowed developers to reach wider audiences 
by removing the barrier of an up-front price tag. Studios are now turning towards 
microtransactions and subscription systems to monetize their games, creating 
an entire economy around small but frequent content updates. Subscriptions are 
playing a central role in that monetization strategy, but only when implemented in 
a fair and balanced way.

SUBSCRIPTIONS ARE A GROWING TREND
Monetizing free-to-play games with subscriptions establishes an ongoing and 
predictable revenue stream, one that tends to gain momentum as time goes 
by. In 2017, subscriptions for the free-to-play Dota 2 helped developers earn 
$406 million in revenue. That number was just $238 million in 2015, marking a 41% 
increase in revenue in just over two years. 

 
Shifting to subscription models has also allowed certain publishers to double their 
market value several times over. In 2012 Electronic Arts was valued at $4 billion. The 
company switched to a games-as-a-service model and raised that number to $30 
billion in 2018. Similarly, Activision grew from $10 billion to $60 billion in the same 
time frame following similar tactics.

Source: SuperData Research
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WHAT TO INCLUDE IN A SUBSCRIPTION
In-game subscriptions usually serve the core purpose of taking the edge off of 
a game. They help players progress faster with less grinding, add new in-game 
privileges or bonuses, and grant access to exclusive information and insights.

Successful subscription services add value to a game without affecting the overall 
balance. They should never provide access to features that should otherwise be 
included with the game (progress saves, key items), and they should never create 
a pay-to-win scenario.

A rule of thumb for designing subscription extras: if the subscription model was 
removed, the game itself should still be a playable and enjoyable product.

Players appreciate the benefits offered by good 
subscription services. Subscribers spend an average of 
twice as much on in-game content as non-subscribers.

Hustle Castle Premium Account
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COMMON FEATURES OF SUBSCRIPTION PLANS
There’s no single formula for what to include in a subscription plan. The time 
constraints placed on the developer, the game’s genre and platform, and even 
audience preferences should all be taken into consideration.

There are a handful of common features developers should consider when 
designing a subscription plan. Think of it as a shopping list to pick and choose from, 
not a list of must-haves:

 
Dota Plus (DoTA2)

• New in-game challenges 
• Soft currency boosters 
• Unique cosmetic items/accessories 
• Unique virtual currencies 
• XP boosters/bonuses 
• In-game assistant

• Access to an exclusive store 
• Additional Quests 
• Extended inventory space 
• Extra or unlimited energy 
• Free daily gifts 
• Increased loot drop rates
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HOW MANY EXCLUSIVE FEATURES SHOULD  
A SUBSCRIPTION INCLUDE? 
As many as time and finances allow, and as many that make sense for the game. 
Adding more extras doesn’t always translate to more subscribers, especially if 
they feel tacked-on. Keep the list succinct but valuable. Increased loot drop rates, 
added inventory space, and the games subscriber’s mailing list is sometimes all 
it takes to convince players to subscribe. Also, be sure to update/rotate these 
features on occasion to retain long-term premium subscribers.

MOST POPULAR IN-GAME PURCHASES
Subscribers spend more than twice as much on in-game content as other gamers, 
averaging around $25 per month in addition to their subscription fees. Most 
purchases go towards cosmetic items and game expansions. The following list 
shows which pieces of in-game content they are most interested in buying:

When planning purchasable content, place cosmetic items at the top of the 
priorities list, followed by anything that extends the core game (new maps, new 
quests). Be careful not to over-promise and under-deliver. One small DLC per 
month is more valuable to players than a large expansion that’s constantly delayed.

Source: SuperData Research
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RETAINING SUBSCRIBERS
Once players hit the subscribe button, they need reasons to let those recurring 
payments continue. Below are some of the most effective methods of boosting 
player retention through various subscription strategies.

SEASON PASSES / BATTLE PASSES
Season Passes target dedicated fans to provide free extras along with exclusive 
features designed for long-term enjoyment. After subscribing, players start 
working through tiers of exclusive unlockables by completing challenges or earning 
achievements. At set milestones they are rewarded with fresh in-game content, 
everything from new mechanics to new skins and new locations to play.

Season Pass subscriptions add an extra incentive for regular play. They also provide 
added monetization opportunities for players who want the loot but don’t want to 
put in the time needed to reach new tiers. If the next batch of unlockables seems 
too far away, for example, a single in-game purchase will bump them up a tier and 
shower them with bonuses.

Source: Auto Chess
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TIPS FOR ADDING SEASON PASS SUBSCRIPTIONS:
✓	 Before purchase, show players which Season Pass rewards they may have 
already earned. When they subscribe, they will feel like they already have the 
extras in-hand, they’re simply buying a pass to pick them up.

✓	 Every tier unlockable and every Season Pass extra should be purchasable 
individually.

✓	 Alongside the standard Season Pass, feature a pass that includes extra levels. 
Make those levels purchasable separately, as well.

Show how much money a user will save if they buy Season Pass with the extra 
levels.

✓	 Increase conversions by offering a free Season Pass with greatly reduced 
rewards. Players will quickly see how much fun earning extras can be.

✓	 Add purchasable merchandise for high level Season Pass players.

✓	 Always include regional pricing with purchasing information.

Source: Fortnite
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UPGRADING ACCOUNTS TO VIP SUBSCRIPTIONS
In-game currencies carry a number of advantages for players and developers, 
including reducing the friction of spending and making the check-out process 
faster. When it comes to account upgrades and subscriptions, though, it’s best 
to ditch virtual currencies and use the player’s local currency instead.

Recurring payments are the key advantage here. Binding payments to user fiat 
accounts allows for automatic monthly payments, reducing the effort required 
to maintain a subscription. If a player runs out of in-game currency and is 
forced to top up before resubscribing, they are far less likely to renew simply 
because there are more steps involved. The simpler it is to stay subscribed, the 
higher the retention rate.

Source: The Lord of the Rings Online
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FREE CURRENCY PACKS FOR SUBSCRIBERS
In addition to discounts and exclusive features, teams can also give away in-game 
currency packs to active subscribers. These can be delivered upon logging in or 
made available when certain premium challenges are completed, and they can 
contain as much or as little virtual currency as the developer sees fit.

It’s important to make players do something to actually get these currency 
packs. Simply sending an automated email each month does not necessarily 
boost retention. Requiring players to log in ensures only active subscribers get the 
rewards, and it might inspire lapsed players to start playing once again.

Source: PUBG
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LOOT BOXES AS SUBSCRIBER REWARDS
Virtual goods are another rewards system developers can leverage to increase 
player retention. Dropping loot crates or free items that only subscribers can 
access makes players want to keep their subscription active, especially if they can 
obtain rare or exclusive items this way..

There are two main methods of delivering loot box rewards:

• Drop a free subscriber-only loot box that can be opened right away.
• Deliver a loot box with ultra rare equipment that users must purchase a key to 
unlock.

As with currency pack giveaways, make sure players have to do something before 
claiming this reward. If nothing else, make logging in a base-level requirement. 
Player who log in more often can even have a higher chance of receiving loot box 
rewards.

Source: DotA 2
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RENTING ITEMS
A less common method of boosting retention rates is to offer rentable items 
subscribers can purchase as soon as they sign up. These items are temporary, so 
if the user’s subscription expires, they’ll no longer have access to anything they 
rented. This method works best if rentable items are cosmetic, as this adds a 
stronger social aspect to subscriptions.

Source: PUBG
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RENT A SERVER
Offering server rentals lets dedicated fans indulge in private, customizable game 
time within their own circle of friends. Server admins can customize map rotations, 
game objects such as weather or loot drop rates, or anything else the development 
team allows.

Source: BATTLEFIELD 5
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PUBLISHER & PLATFORM CATALOG SUBSCRIPTIONS
A rapidly growing trend across mid-tier and enterprise platforms and publishers is 
creating a subscription pass that works as a Netflix for games. For a fixed recurring 
price, players get access to game purchase discounts, multiplayer features, and 
most importantly, a catalog of free titles. Subscriptions can include exclusive titles 
as well as unlimited access to classic/retro games. Once the subscription ends, 
players lose access to these freebies.

Businesses currently leveraging the catalog subscriptions service include Sony with 
PlayStation Plus, Ubisoft with Uplay+, Microsoft with Xbox Live and Xbox Game Pass 
for PC, Origin Access, EA Access, and Google Stadia.

Retaining subscribers with this model is a combination of low fees, a quality catalog 
of games, and valuable extras. Most modern platform subscription services use the 
following as design guidelines:

• Price that range from $4.99 to $14.99 per month
• Most services offer a minimum 7 day free trial
• Access to free games, ranging from two to over 100.
• Discount on store purchases.
• For platform subscriptions, online multiplayer is always  
 an included premium feature

Source: Uplay Plus
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HOW TO SET SUBSCRIPTION PRICES
Price is the biggest deciding factor for potential subscribers. This is an especially 
crucial consideration for F2P titles, as players can always access the game for free, 
subscriptions are optional.

Cheaper isn’t always better. If the monthly price is too low, players will immediately 
see the subscription as having little value, regardless of the content. Conversely, 
a high price runs the risk of being dismissed as excessive, no matter how useful the 
exclusives.

Reaching a balanced price means finding the middle ground between usefulness 
and perceived value. Exclusive content can’t break the core game design, but 
players should still be able to immediately understand why a subscription will 
benefit them.

Source: EVE Online
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World of Tanks offers a premium subscription for $9.39 per 14 days that allows 
players to earn 50% more XP and credits in every battle. Simple, but extremely 
valuable for regular players. By comparison, Dota Plus only costs $3.99 per month 
but offers weekly rewards, hero-specific challenges, premium skins, and an in-
game assistant.

Most successful F2P subscription models charge a monthly fee between the above 
price points. The final rate should make sense from a financial standpoint for the 
team and make economic sense from the player’s point of view, as well.

FOLLOW THESE TIPS FOR IMPLEMENTING A FAIR 
SUBSCRIPTIONS PRICING STRUCTURE:
✓	 Offer multiple subscription duration options, not just monthly or yearly.

✓	 Longer subscriptions should cost less per month.

✓	 Display how much money users save if they buy a long-term subscription.

✓	 Offer a free trial period for each subscription.

✓	 Offer a discount for the first month after subscription purchase.

✓	 On the first day after the end of the trial period, give the user a package  
 of valuable in-game goodies for free.

✓	 Design unique interface elements so subscribers can easily recognize  
 their account status. They might miss it when their subscription runs out.

✓	 Notify users two to three days before their subscription will end.  
 Adding a grace period after this is sometimes helpful.

✓	 Gift a short-time premium subscription for free at various events or holidays.

✓	 Include regional pricing whenever possible.
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CONTACT AN EXPERT TODAY business@xsolla.com

MANAGING PAYMENTS
It’s difficult enough designing fair subscription plans and finding the time to create 
new exclusive content. Dealing with the payments side of things should be the least 
of a team’s concerns. This isn’t always the case, however, especially when global 
sales are part of the picture.

Xsolla Subscriptions Solution makes it easy to create enticing, flexible plans that 
grant premium access to products or services. Xsolla’s integrated toolset lets 
developers manage and sell subscriptions with Xsolla Store through in-game 
APIs or via landing page widgets and buttons created with Xsolla Site Builder. All 
purchases are handled by Xsolla Pay Station, which supports multiple payment 
types, including credit/debit cards, e-wallets, and offline payments for both one-
time and recurring subscription fees. Teams can monitor payments and analytics 
from a unified dashboard for incredible ease of use, as well.

Xsolla’s Pay Station allows developers to accept subscription payments from 
around the world. Accept over 700 payment types in 200 geographies, all protected 
by powerful anti-fraud measures.


